HOW TO APPLY YOUR NEW DECAL

1. Ensure your window surface is clean and dry before application.

2. Both the front and the back of your window decal are adhesive when damp. Use your spray bottle to wet the side you wish to display.
   - To display your decal INSIDE your window, wet the front. To display it OUTSIDE, wet the back.
   **Note:** Your decal was shipped with a liner to prevent bending or crinkling. The back of your decal is not more adhesive than the front. Simply remove the liner when you are ready for application.

3. Secure the top corner of the decal to your chosen surface. Run a flat edge along it to remove any water or air bubbles.

4. Using lint-free paper towels, pat dry your window and decal.

5. Your decal is re-usable. Repeat this process anytime you wish to move it.

**Note:** To ensure the decal doesn’t stick to itself, keep your preferred display side damp throughout the application process.